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Computer Vision Prosperity
▸Autonomous driving

▸Drones

▸Retail

▸Health care

▸Augmented/virtual reality
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Architecture for Computer Vision
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Challenge 1: Broader Vision Task
▸Current status: we build architectures for image classification  

with CNN/DNN models (AlexNet, ResNet, and VGG)

▸Challenge: we need to focus on a broader range of vision tasks 
and models
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Challenge 2: Frontend Latency
▸Current status: we currently focus on the vision stage after RGB 

images are generated (back-end stage)

▸Challenge: we need to optimize the end-to-end latency, which is 
determined by both the front-end and back-end
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Challenge 3: Arch. for Robustness
▸Current status: we mostly focus on the performance/efficiency

▸Challenge: we need to start think about the robust
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Our Work
▸Challenge 1: broader vision task

▹ Improve the accelerator flexibility via architecture fusion

▸Challenge 2: frontend-latency

▹Reduce overall latency via proactive frontend vision

▸Challenge 3: architecture for robustness

▹Canary path based adversarial sample defense and architecture support
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Architecture Fusion
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Irregular DNN Models
▸Regular DNN models: convolution and GEMM 

▹Convolutional layer, pooling layer, FC layer, LSTM layer …

▸ Irregular DNN models
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Irregular Models on DNN Accelerators

▸ The inflexibility of fixed-function accelerators lead their low 
performance when hosting fast-evolving DNN models 
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DNN Model GPU Time TPU Time Reason

Mask R-CNN 1 1.75 GEMM-incompatible RoI Align and NMS run 
slowly in TPU

DeepLab 1 12 GEMM-incompatible CRF runs on the CPU 
and incurs large data transfer



Architecture Fusion
▸Architecture fusion can improve the flexibility by integrating two 

different architectures

▸ Example: TPU-v2
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Architecture Fusion
▸Architecture fusion can improve the flexibility by integrating two 

different architectures
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▸ Example: TensorCore

▹A small GEMM accelerator 
integrated in the GPU pipeline



The Limitations of TensorCore
▸ TensorCore computes the GEMM by dot product

▹ It has less data reuse than the systolic array

▹ It under-utilizes original SIDM resources
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Simultaneous Multi-mode Architecture (SMA)
▸Add the systolic array mode in the GPU

▸Reuse the compute and memory resources in the GPU

▸Add communication lines between processing elements (PEs) to 
support the systolic mode
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ISA Extension
▸Use a coarse-grained instruction LSMA for controlling the systolic 

array

▹LSMA instruction executes asynchronously with respect to the original 
SIMD instructions, which avoids expensive checking overhead

▹Use explicit synchronization to access the computation results

▸Once the instruction is issued, a dedicated controller takes over 
the control
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GEMM on SMA
▸Baseline GPU: 2 x 32 SIMD lanes -> 8 x 8 systolic arrays

▹Each array can handle Nx8 matrix x 8x8 matrix multiplication

▸Require tiling and double buffering to maximize performance
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Evaluation
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▸ Evaluated scenarios



Results 
▸ Iso-FLOP Experiment

，
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▸SMA’s FLOP utilization is over 90%, a 30% improvement over 
TensorCore

▸SMA’s dataflow is 20%-40% faster than the TPU dataflow



Results
▸ Iso-Area experiment
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▸SMA performance is 68% better than TensorCore and consumes 
23% less energy



Proactive Frontend Vision
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End-to-end Latency of Computer Vision
▸ The end-to-end task has 

three stages

▹Sensing: light to raw pixel

▹ Imaging: raw pixel to RGB

▹Vision: RGB to results
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End-to-end Latency of Computer Vision
▸ The end-to-end latency is determined by the three stages

▸Conventional wisdom: vision stage dominates the overall latency
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Case Study on Different Tasks
▸ Evaluated Platform
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Case Study on Different Tasks
▸Different vision algorithms (models)
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Latency Result for YOLO-v2

▸Observation 1: When the front-end is faster than the back-end, 
pending time is the bottleneck. Reducing pending time can 
significantly reduce the per frame latency. 
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Latency Results for TinyYOLO

▸Conclusion 2: When the front-end is slower than the back-end, 
NPU is not fully utilized. The front-end is the bottleneck and 
optimizing the vision stage has marginal effect. 
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Proactive Vision Frontend (PVF)

▸Key idea is to perform algorithm-architecture co-design : 
▹Break the serialized computer vision execution pipeline

▸ Enabling mechanism:
1. Predict future frames based on past frames  
2. Quality control on the predicted frames
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Future Frame Prediction
▸PredNet: CNN-LSTM based future frame predictor
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Quality Control
▸SSIM: structural similarity

▹Cheap to compute

▹Good correlation with the vision task accuracy
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System Architecture for PVF

▸Static offline component decides the quality control threshold 
▸Dynamic runtime system performs SoC IP scheduling and quality 

control
▹ IP scheduling: given multiple IPs for executing the vision task and energy 

constraints, find a optimum schedule that minimizes the latency
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Experimental Setup
▸ Evaluate PVF in a real SoC with multiple IP blocks 
▹NPU (ASIC), DSP, GPU, and CPU

▸ Evaluate various tasks with different models and input resolutions 
▹Frontend-dominant: backend dominates the original vision pipeline 
▹Backend-dominant: frontend dominates the original vision pipeline 
▹Mixed: back-end dominates the original vision pipeline, but front-end 

becomes the bottleneck when an optimal vision algorithm is used 

▸ Evaluated scenarios:
▹Base: baseline system without predictive execution 
▹BO: backend optimization such as model compression
▹FCFS: maps incoming frames to the fastest available IP block using a 

First-Come-First-Serve policy 
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Evaluation Results
▸Area overhead: 0.15%

▸PredNet overhead: 12.5 ms (5x faster than the frontend)

▸Optimization target 1: latency reduction under energy constraint

▸Optimization 2: energy reduction under latency constraint 
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Architectural Support for Robust Vision
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The Vulnerability of DNN Models
▸DNN model is a black box and vulnerable to adversarial attacks

▹Adversarial input: original image + small perturbation to fool the DNN  
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The Vulnerability of DNN Models
▸DNN model is a black box and vulnerable to adversarial attacks

▹Adversarial input: original image + small perturbation to fool the DNN  
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How to Improve the DNN Robustness
▸A virtuous cycle to improve the efficiency/robustness for DNN
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How to Improve the DNN Robustness
▸A virtuous cycle to improve the efficiency/robustness for DNN

▸What do we know about NNs so far

▹Mostly CONV/GEMM computation: NN accelerators

▹NNs are sparse: sparsity based computation 
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Deeper Understanding of DNN Sparsity
▸ The current level of sparsity is based on all images 

▹Reduce DNN weights to the smallest set without sacrificing the       
overall inference accuracy

▸Unanswered questions:

▹Do images of two difference classes use the same part of DNNs?

▹Do normal images and adversarial images use the same part of DNNs?
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Profiling Based Neuron Extraction
▸How to identify the useful set of neurons for a class?

▹ Identify the useful set of neurons for a image in the class

▹Aggregate (via union operation) the sets of neurons for all images in the 
class
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Path Profiling Based Neuron Extraction
▸ Extract a path of useful neurons for a given image

▹Backward based extraction: 

1. start from the final inference result

2. identify the neurons that contribute the most to the result

3. Repeat to the previous layers
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Characteristics of Effective Path
▸Do images of two difference classes use the same part of DNNs?

▸Path similarity between two classes

▸Path specialization: different classes use different paths
41
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Characteristics of Effective Path
▸Do normal images and adversarial images use the same part of 

DNNs?
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▸ LeNet result: adversarial samples 
overlap less with per-class 
effective path

▸ This observation holds true for 
different attack methods

▸AlexNet result: similar observation

▸ The maximum difference occurs in 
the middle layers



Effective Path Based Adversarial Input Detection

▸ Linear model based on layer-wise similarity achieves SOTA 
results
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▸ Different 
networks

▸ Different 
attacks



Comparison with Prior Work
▸Compared with prior work critical dynamic routing path (CDRP, 

CVPR’18)

▹Linear model, AdaBoost, gradient boosting and random forest

▸ Extraction time per image

▸ The detection time is still 4x compared to the inference time

▸Cannot perform real time detection
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Generalization of Effective Path
▸ Effective path is essentially a canary path for anomaly detection 

that has been explored in the control-flow based imperative 
programs
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PTOLEMY Framework

▸We propose PTOLEMY, a framework for exploring adversarial 
detection algorithms that use canary paths generated from offline 
profiling to detect adversarial samples at runtime. It includes: 

▹Programming interface for exploring different algorithm knobs

▹Optimizing compiler for generating high-performant code

▹ ISA extension on an existing DNN accelerator
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Programming Interface
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API Semantics

Inference(model, input) • DNN inference on model using input as the input.

ExtractImptNeurons(dir, thd, 
para, l)

• Extract important neurons at layer l. Binary dir
specifies the extraction direction;
Binary thd specifies the threshold type; para specifies 
the exactly threshold value. 

LoadClassPath(class) • Load the class path from storage for class.

Classify(classPath, inputPath) • Classify inputPath as either adversarial or benign 
against the classPath.

GenMask(neurons) • Generate the bitmask from important neurons 
neurons.



Detection Algorithm

▸ Instead of backward extraction, we can use forward extraction by 
using the absolute thresholds
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def AdversaryDetection(model, input, θ, φ):
  output = Inference(model, input)
  N = model.num_layers
  // Selective extraction only in the last three layers
  for L in range(N-3, N):
    if L != N-1:
      // Forward extraction using absolute thresholds
      ImptN[L] = ExtractImptNeurons(1, 1, φ, L)
    else:
       // Forward extraction using cumulative thresholds

      ImptN[L] = ExtractImptNeurons(1, 0, θ, L)
    dynPath.concat(GenMask(ImptN[L]))
  classPath = LoadClassPath(argmax(output))
  is_adversary = Classify(classPath, dynPath)
  return is_adversary
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ISA Extension and Algorithm Mapping

▸ The algorithm is mapped to the hardware ISA via an optimizing 
compiler
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Architecture Design

▸We follow the principle of SoC and minimize the modification to 
the existing DNN accelerator

▸We add a path constructor which interacts with the DNN 
accelerator via DRAM and the existing micro-controller
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Algorithm Exploration
▸ The programming interface enables a design space exploration:

▹BwCu: Backward extraction with cumulative thresholds. 

▹BwAb: Backward extraction with absolute thresholds. 

▹FwAb: Forward extraction with absolute thresholds. 

▹Hybrid: Hybrid algorithm where BwAb is used on the first half of a 
network and BwCu is used on the rest. 
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Evaluation Result

▸ BwCu achieves the best accuracy with over 10x latency overhead

▸ FwAb has almost zero-overhead with accuracy drop

▸ Hybrid achieves reasonable accuracy and overhead 
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Conclusion
▸We focus on improving the accelerator flexibility for fast-evolving 

irregular DNN models

▸We focus on the entire vision pipeline including the frontend and 
backend stage

▸We focus on the algorithm-architecture co-design to improve the 
robustness of DNN models
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